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This note considers the enumeration of r-permutations with limited repetition, 
where each of the n objects to be permuted may appear at most s times. A recursive 
formula and an asymptotic expression are obtained and the problem is related to 
the (extended) birthday problem. 
Consider the problem of finding the number of r-permutations of n objects 
with limited repetition s: Given is a set of n objects (e.g., an alphabet of n 
letters), from which one selects r-permutations (e.g., words of length r) where 
each of the objects may be repeated at most s times (no letter is allowed to 
appear more than s times). This problem was introduced by Frucht [3] and 
solved in terms of the Bell polynomials. It plays an important role in the 
analysis of extendible hashing [2,5]. 
Denoting the number of r-permutations of n objects with limited repetition 
s by f(n, r, s), Frucht proved that for r > s, 
f(n, 6 s) = A,(f; g, , h,..., g,), (1) 
where A,(.) is the rth Bell polynomial (see [6, Chap. 21); fi = (~)j for 
j = 1, 2, 3 ,..., r; and gj=l for l<j<s and 0 for s<j<r. Clearly, 
f(n, r, s) = n’ for r < s. Equation (1) also follows from exercise 22 in 
Chapter 2 of [6, p. 461. 
While (1) completely solves the problem of enumerating the permutations 
with limited repetition, this representation is not convenient for numerical 
computation when r is large. By considering the elements as being sampled 
successively with replacement, we obtain the following recursive scheme, 
which was found to be efficient for automatic computation. 
THEOREM. f (n, r, s) uniquely satisfy the recursive equations 
f(n,r+ l,s)=n.f(n,r,s)-n.(:)*f(n-Lr-s,s) 
for n = 2, 3,4 ,...; r > s, 
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with boundary conditions 
An, r, s) = n’ for n = 1, 2, 3 ,...; r < s, (3) 
and 
f(L r, s) = 0 for r > s. (4) 
ProojI Equations (3) and (4) are obvious. To prove Eq. (2), observe that 
there are f(n, r, S) ways to select the first r elements without repeating any 
object more than s times. Out of these, there are (i) . f(n - 1, r - s, s) 
r-permutations with a given object repeating exactly s times. Thus, out of the 
n . f(n, r, s) possibilities obtained by appending an r-permutation with 
limited repetition s with an (r + 1)st element, n . (6) . f(n - 1, r - s, s) will 
violate the upper limit s. Q.E.D. 
Note the relationship of this recurrence to a result of Riordan [6, p. 171 
for s = 2, which is obtained from the enumerator for r-permutations of type 
(2”). 
It is of practical interest to find the asymptotic behavior of f(n, r, s), or of 
the probability P(n, r, s) = f(n, r, s)/n’, for large n and r. This can be done 
by relating our problem to the (extended) birthday problem [ 1,4], where we 
are given n equally likely alternatives from which we choose repeatedly until 
any one of the alternatives has occurred s + 1 times. Letting W, denote the 
number of choices required when there are n alternatives (for a fixed value of 
s), we have the relationship 
P(n, r, s) = P{ W, > r). 
The asymptotic behavior of W, was studied by Klamkin and Newman [4] 
and Dwass [ 11; their results can be applied directly to our problem. Dwass 
[ 1 ] proved that for all t > 0, 
lim p( Wn/nl-l”S+l’ < t) = 1 - exp - (t”+‘/(S + I)!). 
n-m 
By defining P(n, X, s) = P(n, [xl, s) for all non-negative real X, and noting 
that P{ W, > x) = P{ W, > [xl}, we obtain 
lim P(n, t . nS’(S+‘), s) = exp - (ts+ ‘/(s + l)!) 
“-CO 
for t > 0. 
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